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Activity Six
A Lesson from the Past

All throughout history, there are stories of people with money problems. Markets have 

crashed.	People	have	lost	jobs.	Companies	have	gone	bankrupt.	No	matter	the	era,	some	

things have remained the same. 

Over time, the prices of things have increased. Inflation usually keeps things comparable, 

but sometimes there are unexplained jumps in price. In times of war, for instance, certain 

things	are	hard	to	find.	This	will	make	them	more	expensive.	Lessons	about	money	and	its	

importance are passed down from generation to generation.

Interview an elder in your family. Prepare some questions ahead of time about money. Aim 

to have at least five questions. How did they like to spend their extra money when they were 

your age? What things at the grocery store were most expensive? How common were credit 

cards? Depending on their age, their answers may shock you! 

Most importantly, you will want to ask what money lessons they can share with you. Perhaps 

you can learn from their mistakes, so you don’t have to pay the price… with your wallet.   
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A Dream Home

We have all seen the mega mansions of celebrities. The internet has made it possible to peek 

inside the luxury homes of the rich and famous. Where does your favourite celebrity live? Do 

they have a house on a beach? Or a mansion in the hills? If you were famous, where would 

you want to be?

Choose a famous home. It can be one where your favourite celebrity lives, or one that is 

your dream house. Perhaps it is one with historical value in your town. You will prepare a small 

research report on what you find. The following should be included:

•	 Location.

•	 Price.

•	 Number	of	bedrooms	and	bathrooms.

•	 Notable	extras	(i.e.	a	swimming	pool).

•	 Mortgage	costs.

•	 Property	tax.

Once you have all of those basics, you will 

calculate how much it would cost to live 

there. Be sure to consider the mortgage 

and taxes. Don’t forget, you will also need 

homeowner insurance. Many companies 

offer online tools to get free quotes. You 

should also think about how much utilities 

would cost. Add up all of these expenses together, and come up with an estimated monthly 

cost. Does it fit in your budget? If not, you can always dream!

Activity Five
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Trimming the Fat

There may be a time when you need to go on a money diet. If your debt is creeping 

higher and higher, it may be time to look at your budget. Many people aren’t aware of 

common places they are overspending. How often do you order takeout? Do you have 

a fancy coffee every morning? Costs add up!

You will create a poster highlighting ways to curb excess spending. Think of your target 

audience. Do you want to help students out? Perhaps you want to reach out to 

homeowners. Your poster will illustrate common money mistakes that are made. It should 

be visually appealing and informative.

 

Your poster should be:

- Targeted toward a specific audience. Homeowners might want to know hidden costs   

 of a drafty home. Students might want to know how much a weekly night out might cost. 

- Easy to read. Use clear graphics and limited text.

- Eye catching with visuals. Use pictures to get your message across. You can use black  

 and white for effect or lots of colour. 

- Accurately spelled and grammatically correct.

Your posters should highlight ways people 

can have better spending habits. You may 

be inspired to make change yourself!
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Money Gurus
What are your money dreams? Do you want to be a millionaire? A billionaire? Perhaps 

you want to be a real estate investor. Maybe you like to think more locally and want to 

buy a certain house on your street. Whatever your goals, you may need some help.

People have made millions giving money advice. There are podcasts, books, television 

shows that all tell us what to do with our finances. Who should you listen to? Many of 

these experts specialize in certain areas. Some talk only about retirement, and others 

only about getting rid of debt. What is most important to you? Are you drowning in credit 

card bills? Debt management might be for you. Do you want to be a business mogul? 

Find a book about entrepreneurship. 

Some money topics that may interest you:

- Retirement

- Real estate

- Getting rid of debt

- Stock market

- Taxes

Research a few money experts. Read some of their work. Provide a one-page summary 

on their ideas. You should agree with their philosophy. Think about how you can apply 

their message to your life. You never know, you may get rich in the process! 

Activity Three
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Once Upon a Fable

Do you know the story of the ant and the grasshopper? The ant spends all summer 

preparing for winter. The grasshopper relaxes and doesn’t worry. When winter comes, 

only the ant has food. The grasshopper must beg the ant to live. How does this relate to 

money? As with savings, if you fail to save, you will be unprepared when you are in need.

Fables are made to teach us lessons. Aesop’s fables are very popular stories that teach 

us morals and life advice. Often, they feature animals who have human qualities. 

They are short stories that are concise and easy to listen to. Fables usually have plain 

language and traditionally were retold orally. 

You will write your own fable about money. What do you think is an important lesson 

about money? You will tell this lesson through your fable. Use these steps to help you get 

organized:

1. Choose the main message of your fable.

2. Select one or two animals that display the 

needed qualities.

3. Pick the setting of your story.

4. Write!

5. Read your story aloud to see if it is easily 

understood.

You are encouraged to read your story to a small 

group. See if they can understand the message 

before you give it away! You would be wise to learn 

a money lesson as well.

Activity Two
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Activity One

There are hundreds of currencies in the world. Across all of the continents, different cash and 

coins can be found. Some have bright colours, while others have a simpler design. Bills can 

be of different sizes, and coins will have different denominations. How easily do you think you 

can identify the currencies of the world? Match the symbol for each currency with its name. 

Travel the world from your own home! 

Money Mania

Answers: 1. B  2. D  3. A  4. C  5. E  6. F

€Dollar

Yen $

¥Rupee

Pound

Peso

£

Mex$

Euro

1 A

3 C

5

6

E

F

2 B

4 D
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Taxation

3.   Answer the following questions using words from the list. Use a dictionary for help. 

1. Madison was bragging to her friends about her job. She   
 bought lots of clothes on her credit card, knowing she  
 would get paid soon. When she got her money, she was  
 shocked that she was taxed so much. What should  
 Madison do with her budget from now on?

 
2. Do Yoon wants to move to a new apartment building. He would like the building to have   

 a gym, an elevator and a concierge. How will his rent change in a building like this?

 salary essential infrastructure amenities produce

a) What are fruits and vegetables classified as?

b) What is the amount of money you make in a year, no matter how   

 many hours?

c) What are roads, water lines, gas pipes in a town referred to as?

d) What is an absolutely required service?

e) What are some nice features of a building or town?
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Taxation

2. Which of the following are NOT funded by income tax?

  a)  Personal swimming pools.

  b)  Hospital funding.

  c)  Road maintenance.

  d)  Community festivals.

  e)  Restaurant delivery apps.

  f)  Gas pipeline installation.

Taxable Non-Taxable

1.    Sort the common grocery items into Taxable or Non-Taxable. 

bread chips freezer bags milk
potatoes rice shampoo   soda
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Did you just get a new job? You may assume you know what you are going to make. If you 
work for an hourly wage, a quick multiplication of your wage and hours will let you know what 
your cheque will look like. Do you earn a yearly salary? You can simply divide your salary by 
twelve, right? Wrong! All income is taxed. 

Income tax is the tax applied to everything you earn. A portion of the taxes go to the federal 
government and the other to the provincial. Each province has a different rate that they will 
take off your income. It goes towards services like the Canadian Pension Plan (CPP). 

When you are looking at your budget and cash flow, use your net income. This is what you 
actually have to spend each month. When you receive a pay stub, it will outline the amount 
of tax withdrawn from your wages. Simply subtract those taxes from what you earned overall, 
and that is your net income. A common mistake is to base your budget on your gross income. 
This number is too big! You will run into cash flow problems. Your net income is what you should 
be making your budget around.   

At the end of the year, everyone must file their taxes. Don’t skip it! It is a criminal offense to not 
file your taxes. You will be fined if you are late or miss a year. Taxes aren’t all bad, however. 
Sometimes, too much tax was taken, and you will be 
entitled to a refund. Bonus money!

Income tax is unavoidable. Without it, countries wouldn’t 
be able to pay for roads, healthcare, or school. Make sure 
you know just how much tax you are paying, so you can 
have an easier cash flow!

Zachary just started a new job. He boasted to his friends how much money he will be 
making. He promised them all a free lunch! When he got his pay, he was shocked. Zachary 
made some assumptions about his income. Answer True or False to each statement below 
based on your understanding of income tax. 

a) Income tax isn’t taken if you work overtime.   TRUE  FALSE

b) It is best to be paid cash off the record.  TRUE  FALSE

c) Minimum wage is still subject to taxes.    TRUE  FALSE

Taxation
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Taxation
3. Your local politician wants to lower taxes. In your town, you know there are many roads  
 that need repairs. Some of the community centres have been condemned. You know  
 that your province does have a higher tax rate than others. Do you agree that the tax   
 rate should be lowered? What might happen if the rate is lowered? What if it stayed the  
 same? What if it went higher? Explain your view.

Graphic Organizer

4. Use the graphic organizer on page 12 to help calculate the number of hours needed to   
 work in order to make certain purchases.

 Do you know what your actual wage is? Your true wage is your net income divided by  
 the number of hours you worked. For example, if your net income is $150 for 10 hours,  
 you make $15/hour. Suddenly, purchases you make may look a bit more expensive. How  
 long would you have to work in order to buy something? If you saw a pair of shoes for  
 $60, you would have to work for 4 hours. Are the shoes still worth it? 

 The graphic organizer shows a chart with typical purchases. Write things you are looking  
 to buy or dream of buying on the left. Be specific as possible. Next, calculate how many  
 hours you would have to work to buy it. Each hour will be represented by a money  
 symbol. Have you changed your mind about some of the items? You better get to work!
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Online marketplaces are becoming more and more popular. Selling online makes it easy 
to get rid of your extra stuff for profit. Social media sites often have selling features built 
in. It’s like a perpetual yard sale! You will be surprised at how your junk is someone else’s 
treasure! Do you know how to get the best deal online? 

Whether you’re buying or selling, there 
are best practices. With a partner, you will 
reenact a conversation between a possible 
buyer and seller. In true online nature, this 
conversation will be more realistic if you do 
this via text. You can send emails, text, or 
other instant messages to make this more 
authentic. Provide screen shots of your 
conversation when you are finished. 

Choose one person to create a listing. It 
should include: description, price, location, 
and pick up routine. 

Once the listing is created, negotiate a fair 
price for the item. Both parties should be 
willing to compromise. Remember to be 
good listeners and to stay calm. 

Now that you have practised buying and 
selling online, it may be time to try in the real 
world! Before you go to the mall, head online 
to see if you can score a secondhand deal!

Let’s Make a Deal!

1

Hi, I’m interested in buying 
the dresser you have for 
sale online.

I could do $70, thank you

Hmm, that seems a bit 
high considering the 
condition it’s in. Can you 
do $50?

Hi, that’s great! The dresser 
is in pretty good condition, 
but needs a bit of paint. 
I’m asking $80 for it.

I don’t think I could let it 
go for that low. How about 
$70?”
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Comprehension Quiz

Part B

SUBTOTAL:       /9
19

List 4 keys to a successful negotiation.

5

19

4

Part A

 a)  A ________________ has a predetermined length and payment amount.

 b)  Cryptocurrency exists only on a ________________ platform.

 c) In Canada, the ________________ government collects the goods and services tax.

 d)  Your ________________ can convert currency after you make a purchase.

 e) A house is an example of a ________________ asset. 

Complete each sentence with a word from the list.

digital federal loan tangible credit card
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Down

1. An office; a department of government. 
3. Excluded from the rule; not included. 
6. Fixing and repairing in order to keep working 
smoothly. 
9. Fresh vegetables and fruit. 

Across
2. The conditions of a contract; the rules. 
4. The worth of something; the amount of 
money something is worth. 
5. To come to a common understanding; to 
make concessions to solve a problem. 
7. A risk or danger. 
8. The original price of a loan before interest is 
charged. 
10. Committed to a person or cause. 
11. To run out; to reach the end. 
12. The percentage of interest charged; a fixed 
price. 

bureau
compromise
exception
expire
liability
loyal
maintenance
principal
produce
rate
terms
value

Word List

1.

2. 3. 4.

5. 6.

7.

8. 9.

10.

11.

12.
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What Will it Cost?

Interest rate / 12 months = monthly interest added to the price. 

Video Game Console - $379.99 at 29.99% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

379.99 + 9.50 = $389.49
389.49 + 9.73  
= $399.22

399.22 + 9.98  
= $409.20

Designer Purse - $429.99 at 19.99% interest 

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

429.99 + 7.16 = $437.15
437.15 + 7.28  
= $444.43

444.43 + 7.40  
= $451.83

Smartphone - $769.99 at 19.99% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

769.99 + 12.83 = $782.82
782.82 + 13.04  
= $795.86

795.86 + 13.26  
= $809.12

Sofa/Couch - $1,299.99 at 25% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

1,299.99 + 27.08 = $1,327.07
1,327.07 + 27.65  
= $1,354.72

1,354.72 + 28.22  
= $1,382.94

Car - $22,500 at 4.74% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

22,500 + 88.88 = $22,588.88
22,588.88 + 89.23  
= $22,678.11

22,678.11 + 89.58  
= $22,767.69

House Mortgage - $253,000 at 2.19% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

253,000 + 461.73 = $253,461.73
253,461.73 + 462.57  
= $253,924.30

253,924.30 + 463.41  
= $254,387.71
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2.

3.

3.

Do Yoon’s rent would 
go up because of 

these extra services. 

Madison should 
reduce her budget 
to match her actual 

earnings. 

1.1.

2.

1.  

Total (pre-tax)
$46.76 

With tax
$51.77 

No, Sofia does not 
have enough money.

Taxable: 
chips, soda,

shampoo, freezer 
bags

 
Non-Taxable: 

Milk, Bread,
Potatoes, Rice

Answers will vary, but 
may include: The tax 
rate should not be 
lowered because 

buildings and roads 
won’t be maintained.

a) produce    

b) salary  

c) infrastructure     

d) essential   

e) amenities      

a) FALSE

b) FALSE

c) TRUE

a, d, e
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Taxation

2. Which of the following are NOT funded by income tax?

  a)  Personal swimming pools.

  b)  Hospital funding.

  c)  Road maintenance.

  d)  Community festivals.

  e)  Restaurant delivery apps.

  f)  Gas pipeline installation.

Taxable Non-Taxable

1.    Sort the common grocery items into Taxable or Non-Taxable. 

bread chips freezer bags milk
potatoes rice shampoo   soda

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY
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Did you just get a new job? You may assume you know what you are going to make. If you 
work for an hourly wage, a quick multiplication of your wage and hours will let you know what 
your cheque will look like. Do you earn a yearly salary? You can simply divide your salary by 
twelve, right? Wrong! All income is taxed. 

Income tax is the tax applied to everything you earn. A portion of the taxes go to the federal 
government and the other to the provincial. Each province has a different rate that they will 
take off your income. It goes towards services like the Canadian Pension Plan (CPP). 

When you are looking at your budget and cash flow, use your net income. This is what you 
actually have to spend each month. When you receive a pay stub, it will outline the amount 
of tax withdrawn from your wages. Simply subtract those taxes from what you earned overall, 
and that is your net income. A common mistake is to base your budget on your gross income. 
This number is too big! You will run into cash flow problems. Your net income is what you should 
be making your budget around.   

At the end of the year, everyone must file their taxes. Don’t skip it! It is a criminal offense to not 
file your taxes. You will be fined if you are late or miss a year. Taxes aren’t all bad, however. 
Sometimes, too much tax was taken, and you will be 
entitled to a refund. Bonus money!

Income tax is unavoidable. Without it, countries wouldn’t 
be able to pay for roads, healthcare, or school. Make sure 
you know just how much tax you are paying, so you can 
have an easier cash flow!

Zachary just started a new job. He boasted to his friends how much money he will be 
making. He promised them all a free lunch! When he got his pay, he was shocked. Zachary 
made some assumptions about his income. Answer True or False to each statement below 
based on your understanding of income tax. 

a) Income tax isn’t taken if you work overtime.   TRUE  FALSE

b) It is best to be paid cash off the record.  TRUE  FALSE

c) Minimum wage is still subject to taxes.    TRUE  FALSE

Taxation
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Online marketplaces are becoming more and more popular. Selling online makes it easy 
to get rid of your extra stuff for profit. Social media sites often have selling features built 
in. It’s like a perpetual yard sale! You will be surprised at how your junk is someone else’s 
treasure! Do you know how to get the best deal online? 

Whether you’re buying or selling, there 
are best practices. With a partner, you will 
reenact a conversation between a possible 
buyer and seller. In true online nature, this 
conversation will be more realistic if you do 
this via text. You can send emails, text, or 
other instant messages to make this more 
authentic. Provide screen shots of your 
conversation when you are finished. 

Choose one person to create a listing. It 
should include: description, price, location, 
and pick up routine. 

Once the listing is created, negotiate a fair 
price for the item. Both parties should be 
willing to compromise. Remember to be 
good listeners and to stay calm. 

Now that you have practised buying and 
selling online, it may be time to try in the real 
world! Before you go to the mall, head online 
to see if you can score a secondhand deal!

Let’s Make a Deal!

1

Hi, I’m interested in buying 
the dresser you have for 
sale online.

I could do $70, thank you

Hmm, that seems a bit 
high considering the 
condition it’s in. Can you 
do $50?

Hi, that’s great! The dresser 
is in pretty good condition, 
but needs a bit of paint. 
I’m asking $80 for it.

I don’t think I could let it 
go for that low. How about 
$70?”
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What Will it Cost?

Interest rate / 12 months = monthly interest added to the price. 

Video Game Console - $379.99 at 29.99% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

379.99 + 9.50 = $389.49
389.49 + 9.73  
= $399.22

399.22 + 9.98  
= $409.20

Designer Purse - $429.99 at 19.99% interest 

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

429.99 + 7.16 = $437.15
437.15 + 7.28  
= $444.43

444.43 + 7.40  
= $451.83

Smartphone - $769.99 at 19.99% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

769.99 + 12.83 = $782.82
782.82 + 13.04  
= $795.86

795.86 + 13.26  
= $809.12

Sofa/Couch - $1,299.99 at 25% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

1,299.99 + 27.08 = $1,327.07
1,327.07 + 27.65  
= $1,354.72

1,354.72 + 28.22  
= $1,382.94

Car - $22,500 at 4.74% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

22,500 + 88.88 = $22,588.88
22,588.88 + 89.23  
= $22,678.11

22,678.11 + 89.58  
= $22,767.69

House Mortgage - $253,000 at 2.19% interest        

Start price 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

253,000 + 461.73 = $253,461.73
253,461.73 + 462.57  
= $253,924.30

253,924.30 + 463.41  
= $254,387.71


